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ABSTRACT

Protecting the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) associated to Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is a
pressing need pushed by the high costs required to train such networks and the importance that DNNs
are gaining in our society. Following its use for Multimedia (MM) IPR protection, digital watermark-
ing has recently been considered as a mean to protect the IPR of DNNs. While DNN watermarking
inherits some basic concepts and methods from MM watermarking, there are significant differences
between the two application areas, calling for the adaptation of media watermarking techniques to the
DNN scenario and the development of completely new methods. In this paper, we overview the most
recent advances in DNN watermarking, by paying attention to cast it into the bulk of watermarking
theory developed during the last two decades, while at the same time highlighting the new challenges
and opportunities characterising DNN watermarking. Rather than trying to present a comprehensive
description of all the methods proposed so far, we introduce a new taxonomy of DNN watermarking
and present a few exemplarymethods belonging to each class. We hope that this paper will inspire new
research in this exciting area and will help researchers to focus on the most innovative and challenging
problems in the field.

1. Introduction
DeepNeural Networks (DNNs) are increasingly deployed

and commercialised in a wide variety of real-world scenarios
due to the unprecedented performance they achieve. Train-
ing a DNN is a very expensive process that requires: (i) the
availability of massive amounts of, often proprietary, data,
capturing different scenarios within the target application;
ii) extensive computational resources; iii) the assistance of
Deep Learning (DL) experts to carefully fine-tune the net-
work topology (e.g., the type and number of hidden lay-
ers), and correctly set the training hyper-parameters, like the
learning rate, the batch size, etc. As a consequence, high-
performance DNNs should be considered as the intellectual
property (IP) of the model owner and be protected accord-
ingly. Inspired by the use of classical watermarking tech-
niques for the protection of property rights associated tomul-
timedia contents, DNNwatermarking is receiving increasing
attention, and several works have been published leveraging
on digital watermarking to address IP protection in the DL
domain.

In the last two decades, watermarking technology has
been applied to protect multimedia documents, and a vast
body of literature has been developed as summarised in sev-
eral books and surveys [6, 23, 61, 21, 69, 4]. Watermarked
contents include audio, still images, video, graphics, text and
several other kinds of media [53, 67, 59]. The watermark
can be injected into the host document by adding to it a low-
amplitude, often pseudo-random, signal, either directly in
the sample domain or in a properly transformed domain. In
the case of still images, for instance, the watermark can be
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embedded in the spatial domain by adding a low amplitude
spread spectrum signal or by substituting the least significant
bits (LSB) of the pixel values [22, 58, 68]. In the case of
transformed domain watermarking, several reversible trans-
forms like the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [7, 51],
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [30], or the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT) [54, 74] are widely used to
embed the watermark in a robust and imperceptible way.
For audio watermarking, a number of time domain methods
have been proposed, including the pioneering works in [8]
and [33], and several other solutions borrowed from the im-
age watermarking field and adapted to work with audio sig-
nals [3, 83, 40]. In the case of video watermarking, we can
distinguish between techniques operating on the pixel values
of video frames, possibly treating them as still images [65],
and techniques working in the compressed domain. In the
latter case, the watermarking algorithms are tightly tied to
compression standards, like, for instance, H.264/AVC [48]
and HEVC [72].

In all cases, thewatermarking process exploits some forms
of redundancy present in the host document, thanks to which
the document can bemodifiedwithout impairing its informa-
tive or perceptual meaning. A similar idea holds for the case
of DNN watermarking. The very large number of parame-
ters (the network weights) DNN models consist of, confers
to the network a capability of analysing the input data that
often exceeds the difficulty of the task the network is trained
for, hence leaving many degrees of freedom in the choice of
the exact weights. The weights, then, can be modified, or
directly generated, in such a way to host the watermark.

Despite the differences betweenwatermarking techniques
thought toworkwith differentmedia and in different applica-
tion scenarios, the requirements that any watermarking sys-
tem must satisfy can be summarised by the so-called water-
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Fidelity

Robustness Capacity

Figure 1: The watermarking trade-off triangle

marking trade-off triangle shown in Figure 1. According to
such a perspective, the capacity requirement, identifiable as
the number of bits, or payload, conveyed by the watermark,
conflicts with other two requirements, namely: i) fidelity,
corresponding to watermark imperceptibility in the case of
conventional media, and ii) robustness, that is the ability to
recover the watermark even when the hosting document un-
dergoes some modifications. DNN watermarking obeys to
the same principles. Here fidelity refers to the capability of
the watermarked network to accomplish the task it is thought
for. Robustness is related to the possibility of correctly ex-
tracting the watermark from a slightly modified version of
the network model (e.g. after fine tuning), while capacity
indicates the size of the payload conveyed by the watermark.

A noticeable difference betweenDNNwatermarking and
multimedia watermarking is that in the case of DNNs, the in-
jection of the watermark can not be carried out by directly
modifying the weights of the model, since in this way it
would be difficult to estimate the impact of the watermark
on the performance of the network. On the contrary, water-
mark embedding is carried out during the training process,
by properly modifying the loss function used in such a phase.

Another peculiarity of DNN watermarking is where the
watermark can be read from. In a first case (referred to as
staticwatermarking), thewatermark can be read directly from
the network weights, in a way that is similar to conventional
multimediawatermarking techniques. In other cases, though,
the effect of thewatermark is to alter the behaviour of thewa-
termarkedmodel, when the network is fedwith some specific
inputs. In this case, hereafter referred to as dynamic water-
marking, the watermark message is read by looking at the
output of the model, or the values of the intermediate acti-
vation maps, in correspondence of properly crafted inputs.
This marks a significant different with respect to classical
multimedia watermarking, wherein only the static modality
is possible.

By recognizing the similarities and dissimilarities be-
tween multimedia and DNN watermarking, the first goal of
this paper, is to provide a taxonomy of DNN watermark-
ing techniques based on a mix of conventional classification
means and some brand new perspectives. In doing so, we
pay great attention to list the essential requirements that a
DNN watermarking scheme must satisfy and interpret them
for the different classes of watermarking techniques. As a
second goal, we review some of the most popular and best

performing DNN watermarking algorithms proposed so far,
to give the reader a clear understanding of the practical chal-
lenges and opportunities of DNN watermarking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce a taxonomy of DNN watermarking compar-
ing it with the conventional taxonomy used for multimedia
watermarking. The main requirements of DNN watermark-
ing are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 and 5, we re-
view, respectively, the main static and dynamic watermark-
ing algorithm proposed so far. Section 6 is dedicated to the
presentation of the most popular attacks against DNNwater-
marking algorithms. Eventually, in Section 7, we draw some
conclusions and highlight some directions for future works.

2. A taxonomy of DNN watermarking
In this section, we present a taxonomy of DNN water-

marking techniques. The taxonomy takes into account the
similarities and dissimilarities betweenmultimedia andDNN
watermarking, some of which have already been outlined
in the introduction. To start with, we review the most im-
portant classification criteria used to categorise classic wa-
termarking algorithms, discussing their applicability to the
DNN case. Later, we introduce some unique classification
criteria based on the peculiar characteristics of DNN water-
marking. Eventually, we discuss the relationship between
the various watermarking classes.

2.1. Classical watermarking models
Classically, digital watermarking aims at embedding a

certain message, called watermark, within a hosting mul-
timedia content, often, but not only, for copyright protec-
tion. Watermark injection follows the general model de-
picted in Figure 2. The to-be-watermarked content A is pos-
sibly transformed so that the watermark is embedded in a dif-
ferent domain (e.g. the DCT or wavelet domain for still im-
ages)1, then the watermark is injected within the document,
with the possible intervention of a watermarking keyK . The
watermarked content is then brought back into the original
domain to obtained the watermarked documentAw. As sim-
ple as this scheme may seem, it contains some implicit as-
sumptions that are not necessarily satisfied in the case of
DNNwatermarking: i) the existence of a to-be-watermarked
content A and ii) the consequent possibility of measuring
the distortion between the original and the watermarked con-
tents, A and Aw. This is not necessarily the case with DNN
watermarking, where the network weights, which are going
to host the watermark, may not exist per se, since they are
generated contextually to watermark embedding during the
training phase. Moreover, the distortion introduced by the
watermark can not be evaluated directly by measuring the
difference between A and Aw. Rather, the impact of the wa-
termark must be measured by evaluating the performance
achieved by the watermarked model.

Note that watermark embedding (and later on watermark
recovery)may require the knowledge of a secret keyK . Such

1The direct and inverse transforms are optional steps.
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Figure 2: Overall view of classical watermark embedding.

a key, whose main goal is to introduce some secrecy within
the watermarking system, is commonly used to parameterize
the embedding process and make the recovery of the water-
mark impossible for non-authorized users who do not know
K .

2.1.1. Multi-bit vs. zero-bit watermarking techniques
Depending on the exact content of the watermark mes-

sage, and the way such a message is recovered from the host
signal, we can distinguish between two main classes of al-
gorithms: multi-bit and 0-bit watermarking. In the multi-
bit case, the watermark message corresponds to a sequence
of N bits b. Such a sequence can be read from the wa-
termarked content, as depicted in part (a) of Figure 3. In
the 0-bit case, watermark extraction corresponds to a detec-
tion task, wherein the detector is asked to decide whether a
known watermark is present in the analyzed content or not.
In some applications, a mixture of the two functionalities is
required. The detector must first determine if a watermark is
present and, if so, identify which of the 2N messages is en-
coded. Such a detector would therefore have 2N +1 possible
output values [21]. In the zero-bit case, only one possible
watermark exists. In this case only 20 + 1 = 2 outputs are
possible, thus justifying the zero-bit watermarking term.

In general, multi-bit watermarking offers more flexibil-
ity2 and hence it can be used in a wider variety of applica-
tions, including fingerprinting [42], error concealment [2],
source tracking [9], labelling etc. Zero-bit watermarking
generally achieves a higher robustness and is widely adopted
in copyright protection platforms, where the presence of the
watermark is used as a flag to warn compliant devices that
the piece of content they are dealing with is copyrighted
material [29]. The distinction between multi-bit and zero-
bit watermarking is also appropriate for DNN watermarking
techniques.

2.1.2. Robust vs. fragile watermarking
Watermark robustness accounts for the capability of the

hidden data to survive host signal manipulations, including
non-malicious and malicious manipulations. Malicious ma-
nipulations precisely aim at damaging or removing the wa-
termark, on the contrary, non-malicious manipulations indi-
cate some unintentional or unavoidable processing that may
perturb the hiddenwatermark, for instance, multimedia com-
pression occurring during image or video transmission. Ro-
bust watermarking requires the watermark to be resistant

2It can be shown that a multi-bit watermarking algorithm can always
be transformed into a zero-bit scheme [6].

Aw
Watermark 

Extraction

Watermark 

message b

K A

(a)

Aw
Watermark 

Detection
Yes/No

K A

b

(b)

Figure 3: Multibit (a) vs zero-bit (b) watermarking

against non-malicious manipulations, whose application is
implied by the normal use of the data, such as data com-
pression, editing and cropping. A secure watermark, on the
contrary, should survive also malicious manipulations. If
the hidden watermark is lost or irremediably altered as soon
as any modification is applied to the host content, the water-
mark is said to be fragile. Data authentication is the main
application for fragile watermarking, because the alteration
of the watermark can be taken as an evidence that the content
has been tampered with.

With regard to DNN watermarking, most of the applica-
tions considered so far call for the adoption of a robust water-
mark, that can survive at least some common operations like
fine-tuning or nodes pruning. Watermark security may also
be required in specific applications wherein the presence of
an adversary aiming at watermark removal can not be ruled
out.

2.1.3. Blind vs. non-blind detection
From Figure 3, we can see that for both the multi-bit

and the zero-bit cases, watermark recovery may require the
knowledge of the non-watermarked contentA. In classic wa-
termarking theory, we say that a watermarking algorithm is
blind3 if the watermark is recovered without resorting to the
comparison between the original non-marked content and
the marked one. Conversely, non-bind watermarking algo-
rithms use the original non-marked content to ease the ex-
traction. As we already noted, in the case of DNN water-
marking, the concept of original non-watermarked content
does not apply, so the distinction between blind and non-
blind watermarking does not make sense.

2.1.4. Informed watermarking
Informed embedding and informed coding arewatermark-

ing paradigms that have been proven to greatly improve the
performance of awatermarking system [55]. Such paradigms
stem from the interpretation of watermarking as a problem

3The term oblivious may also be used.
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of channel coding with side information at the transmitter
[24, 20]. In a nutshell, with informed coding eachwatermark
message is associated to a pool of codewords (rather than to
a single one), then informed watermark embedding is ap-
plied by choosing the codeword that results in the minimum
distortion. Practical implementations of the informed cod-
ing paradigm include several popular watermarking schemes
likeQuantization IndexModulation (QIM) [11], DitherMod-
ulation (DM) [10] and Scalar Costa’s Scheme (SCS) [26].
Informed watermarking theory provides powerful means to
improve the performance of watermarking algorithms, with
particular reference tomulti-bit watermarking, since its adop-
tion permits to increase significantly the watermark payload
without sacrificing its robustness. Nevertheless, such a the-
ory has not been applied extensively to DNN watermarking.
ADNNwatermarking algorithm exploiting informed coding
to increase the watermark payload is described in Section 4.

2.2. DNN watermarking models
Deep learning is a machine learning framework which

automatically learns hierarchical data representation from
training data without the need to resort to handcrafted feature
representations [31]. DNNs are the most common learning
architectures on which deep learning methods are based. To
be specific, a DNN takes as input the content x ∈ ℝm to be
processed in raw format (for instance an image or an audio
signal), and maps it to the output via a parametric function,
z = F�(x), where z ∈ [1, n]. The parametric function F�(⋅)
is defined by the network architecture and the collective pa-
rameters of all the units composing it. Given the architec-
ture, the network behaviour is determined by the values of
the network parameters � (in most cases � corresponds to
the network weights and offsets). LetD = {xi, zi}Ti=1 be the
training data, where zi ∈ [1, n] is the ground truth label for
xi. During the training phase, the network parameters are
optimised to minimise a loss function expressing the differ-
ence between the predicted class labels and the ground truth
labels. Currently, the most widely used approach for train-
ing a DNN is the back-propagation algorithm, whereby the
network parameters are updated by propagating the gradient
of the loss from the output layer through the entire network.
DNNwatermarking is based on the observation that the huge
number of parameters � consists of, allows to slightly mod-
ify them, without that the performance of the network is de-
graded significantly. The parameters in �, then, can be used
to encode additional information beyond what is required for
the primary task of the network.

While the classical taxonomy ofwatermarking algorithms
described in the previous section can be largely applied also
to DNN watermarking, in the following, we introduce two
new characterisations that are specific for DNN watermark-
ing.

2.2.1. White-box vs. black-box DNN extraction
Based on the data accessible to the watermark extractor,

we can divide DNNwatermarking techniques into white-box
and black-box techniques. As depicted in Figure 4a, if the
internal parameters of the DNN models are available, we

say that watermark recovery is carried out in a white-box
modality. The internal parameters may correspond directly
to the model weights, or to the activation of the neurons in
correspondence to specific inputs. In the case of multi-bit
watermarking, the extractor, now called watermark decoder,
extracts the concrete message bits the watermark consists of.
For zero-bit watermarking, the watermark detector, must de-
cide about the existence of a specific watermark. In some
algorithms (e.g. [75, 56, 15, 63]), the keyK is chosen inde-
pendently from the original loss functionE0 and the internal
parameters �, during a key generation step.

With black-box watermarking (see Figure 4b), only the
final output of the DNN is accessible. In this case, the wa-
termark is recovered by querying the model and checking
the output of the DNN in correspondence to a set of prop-
erly chosen inputs. During the entire decoding or detection
process, the architecture and the internal parameters of the
DNN model are totally blind to the decoder or detector. In
other words, the only thing that can be controlled are the
inputs used for querying the network and the outputs corre-
sponding to the queries. Thus, the main target of black-box
watermarking is to train the DNN model in such a way that
it outputs particular labels zi for certain inputs xi’s. The in-
puts x′is may be secret or not. In the former case they play a
role similar to a decoding/detection key.

Internal 
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Extraction

Secret key K

Internal 

parameters

Multi-bit : 

message 

Extraction
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watermark
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Watermark extractionThe watermarked 
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b

(a)
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Figure 4: White-box (a) vs black-box (b) DNN watermark
recovery.

2.2.2. Static vs. dynamic DNN watermarking
Avery important distinction ofDNNwatermarking tech-

niques leads to the definition of static and dynamic water-
marking. Static DNN watermarking methods, like those de-
scribed in [75, 56, 15], embed thewatermark into theweights
of the DNN model. Such weights are determined during
the training phase and assume fixed values that do not de-
pend on the input of the network. With dynamic watermark-
ing, instead, the watermark is associated to the behaviour
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of the network in correspondence to specific inputs, some-
times called triggering inputs, or key inputs (see for instance
[63, 45, 87]). Even in this case, the watermark is embedded
by properly chosen the network weights, however the water-
mark is retrieved indirectly by looking at the impact of the
watermark on the behaviour of the network. If the water-
mark is recovered by looking at the final output of the model
(sometimes referred to as DNN-output watermarking), the
watermark can be extracted in a black-box manner, since
access to the internal status of the network is not required.
When the watermark is associated to the activation map of
the neurons in correspondence to certain inputs, as in [63],
white-box extraction is required. The distinction between
static and dynamic watermarking is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Internal 

parameters
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Watermark extractionThe watermarked 

model Message 

extraction 

The 
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b'

Watermark 
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modelInputs
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Watermark 
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Secret key K
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Figure 5: Static (a) vs Dynamic (b) DNN watermarking

2.3. Relationship among different DNN
watermarking classes

Table 1 summarises the various perspectives that can be
adopted to classify watermarking techniques and their appli-
cability to conventional (multimedia) and DNN watermark-
ing. The symbol

√

indicates that the corresponding classifi-
cation criterion is suitable for a specific watermarking tech-
nique, while 7 represents inappropriateness.

Analyzing the intersection among these classifications,
we see that dynamic watermarking can be implemented both
in white box (activation-map based watermarking) and in
black-box modality (DNN-output watermarking). On the
contrary, static watermarking can only be achieved in awhite-
box mode, since it requires the access to the internal param-
eters of the network. In other words, white box can be static
and dynamic, but black-box can only be dynamic. Referring
to prior researches, white-box methods have been used for
both multi-bit, and zero-bit watermarking, while the black-
box modality, due to its lower expressivity, is more often

Table 1
Taxonomy of classic and DNN watermarking.

Multi/Zero-
bit

Robust/Fragile Blind/Non-
blind

Classic
√ √ √

DNN
√

Robust only 7

Informed/Non-
informed

White/Black-
box

Static/Dynamic

Classic
√

7 7

DNN
√ √ √

used in conjunction with zero-bit watermarking.

3. Requirements
In this section, we pause to discuss the main require-

ments that DNN algorithms must satisfy. While many of
them are inherited by classical multimedia watermarking,
there are some important differences that are worth atten-
tion. The most common requirements for DNN watermark-
ing are summarised in Table 2, and briefly discussed in the
following.

3.1. Robustness
Together with security, robustness is one of the three

corners of the watermarking trade-off triangle. It refers to
the possibility of recovering the watermark from a perturbed
version of the host content, be it a multimedia document or
a DNN. Usually, it is required that the watermark survives
at least the most common manipulations that the host con-
tent may undergo in its lifecycle. For DNNs, the two most
common operations the watermark should be robust to are:
fine-tuning and network pruning.

Fine-tuning. Fine tuning is a common operation related
to transfer learning. It consists in retraining a model that was
initially trained to solve a given task, so to adapt it to solve
a new task (possibly related to the original one). Compu-
tationally, fine-tuning is by far less expensive than training
a model from scratch, hence it is often applied by users to
adapt a pre-trained model to their needs. Needless to say,
when sufficient training data is not available for the user,
model fine-tuning can help avoiding over-fitting problems, at
least to a certain extent. Since fine-tuning alters the weights
of the watermarked model, it is necessary to make sure that
the watermark is robust against a moderate amount of fine-
tuning.

Network pruning. This is a common strategy to sim-
plify a complex DNN model to deploy it into low power
or computationally weak devices like embedded systems or
mobile devices. During pruning, the model weights whose
absolute value is smaller than a threshold are cut-off to zero.
The threshold is set in such a way that the accuracy of the
model does not decrease significantly. Of course, network
pruning changes the internal parameters of the model, hence
it is necessary to make sure that the embedded watermark is

Yue Li et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 22
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Table 2
List of requirements for DNN watermarking.

Requirement Description

Robustness The embedded watermark should resist different kinds of processing.
Security The watermark should be secure against intentional attacks from an unauthorized party.
Fidelity The watermark embedding should not significantly affect the accuracy of the target DNN architectures.

Capacity A multi-bit watermarking scheme should allow to embed as much information as possible into the host
target DNN.

Integrity The bit error rate should be zero (or negligible) for multibit watermarking and the false alarm and missed
detection probabilities should be small for the zero-bit case.

Generality The watermarking methodology can be applied to various DNN architectures and datasets.
Efficiency The computational overhead of watermark embedding and extraction processes should be negligible.

resistant to this operation.

3.2. Security
This criteria deals with malicious manipulations, by as-

suming that an attacker, partially or fully aware of the water-
marking algorithm, is present and attempts to destroy it, with
the further goal of using the watermarked content illegally.
For a secure DNN watermarking algorithm, the loss of the
watermark should be obtainable only at the expense of a sig-
nificant degradation on the quality of the host model. Until
now, research has focused mainly on two kinds of intentional
attacks, watermark overwriting and surrogate model attack.

Watermark overwriting. A third-party who is aware of
the methodology used for DNN watermarking (but does not
know the private key used to embed the watermark) may try
to embed a new watermark in the model and overwrite the
original one. An overwriting attack, then, inserts an addi-
tional watermark into the model to make the original water-
mark undetectable. Several degrees of security can be de-
fined according to the knowledge the attacker has about the
watermark. When the watermark is inserted directly in the
network weights, for instance, more powerful attacks can be
conceived if the attacker knows the exact layers the water-
mark is embedded in.

Surrogate model attack. In a surrogate model attack,
the adversary tries to replicate the functionality of a target
DNN, by feeding it with a series of requests and using the
output provided by the network to train a surrogate model,
which mimics the original network. During the attack, the
adversary has no knowledge on the exact architecture of the
model and limited access to the original training dataset.
Ideally, if the network targeted by the attack is watermarked,
the surrogate network trained by querying the watermarked
model should also inherit the watermark, thus making it pos-
sible to recover the watermark from the surrogate model.

3.3. Fidelity
Fidelity represents the second corner of the watermark-

ing trade-off triangle. It basically requires that the presence
of the watermark does not degrade the quality of the water-
marked object. In the case of DNNs, this means that the
watermark should have a limited impact on the performance
of the watermarked model F�′ . More specifically, the water-

marked model F�′ should guarantee a performance level that
is as close as possible to that achieved by a model F� trained
on the same task without caring about the watermark. As
we will see later on, in some cases, training the network by
adding a watermark embedding term to the loss function can
even be beneficial, since it reduces the risk of overfitting. In
the following sections, fidelity will be measured in terms of
the Test Error Rate (TER) achieved on the task the model is
designed for.

3.4. Capacity
Capacity is the third corner of the watermarking trade-

off triangle. It is defined as the number of bits the water-
mark message consists of. As such, it can be referred only
to multi-bit watermarking, since in the zero-bit case, the wa-
termark does not convey any payload. While a large payload
is a desirable feature of a watermarking algorithm, increas-
ing the payload conflicts directly with the robustness require-
ment. The most straightforward way to increase the robust-
ness, while also observing the fidelity criterion, in fact, is
to spread the watermark over a large number of host sam-
ples (the network weights in the DNN case), thus rapidly ex-
hausting the room available for watermark embedding. As
an alternative, error correction coding can be used on top of
the watermarking algorithm, to allow the recovery of some
bits possibly lost because of the manipulation of the DNN.
Even in this case, however, the room available to host the net
payload decreases, thus raising again the necessity to find a
tradeoff between the number of redundancy bits, which in
turn determines the error correcting capability of the code,
and the actual payload of the watermark.

3.5. Integrity
In the absence of model modifications, the extracted wa-

termark b′ should be equal to b. We use the Bit Error Rate
(BER) to evaluate the integrity of a multi-bit algorithm. Ide-
ally, in the absence of processing or attacks, the BER should
be equal to zero. Classically, this is a characteristic achiev-
able by the class of informed watermarking algorithms [6],
while it can not be guaranteed by non-informed spread spec-
trum techniques [22]. Interestingly, several DNNwatermark-
ing algorithms directly generate the model weights in such a
way that the watermark can be extracted without errors. This
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resembles very closely the informed embedding paradigm
[55], according to which embedding is achieved by applying
a signal-dependent perturbation to the to-be-watermarked se-
quence. In this way, the embedding procedure results in a
watermark which, in the absence of modifications, can be
recovered with no errors.

The integrity requirement assumes a different meaning
in the case of zero-bit watermarking. In this case, watermark
recovery can be stated as a detection problem and as such is
prone to two kinds of errors: false detection and missed de-
tection4. The former refers to the probability that the pres-
ence of the watermark is a detected in a non-watermarked
model, while the second indicates the probability that the
watermark can not be recovered from a watermarked net-
work. As it is known from statistical detection theory [39],
decreasing the false detection probability comes at the price
of an increase of the missed detection probability (and vicev-
ersa), so a trade off must be looked for. In DNN watermark-
ing, it is pretty easy to design the watermark embedding al-
gorithm in such a way that the missed detection probability
is equal to zero5, while it is impossible to guarantee that the
false detection probability is equal to zero. The only pos-
sibility, then, is to carry out a statistical analysis to give an
estimate of the false detection probability and design the wa-
termarking algorithm so that such a probability is acceptably
small.

3.6. Other Watermark Requirements
Based on the choice of a specific watermarking modal-

ity among those listed in Section 2.2, and on the envisaged
application, other criteria may need to be satisfied.

Generality: To be effective, a DNN watermarking algo-
rithm should be applicable to a wide variety of architectures
carrying out different tasks. In this sense, the generality of
an algorithm refers to its applicability to architectures and
models other than those on which the algorithm was ini-
tially tested and developed. This also implies that the per-
formance of the algorithm do not depend too heavily on the
to-be-marked model.

Efficiency: Efficiency refers to the computational over-
head needed to train the DNN by simultaneously teaching
the model to carry out the the target task and embedding the
watermark. Training a DNN is always an expensive process,
embedding the watermark into the DNN should not add an
unaffordable extra burden to it.

4. Static Watermarking Algorithms
In this section, we describe some examples of static wa-

termarking algorithms. The goal is to illustrate with practi-
cal examples, how the watermark can be embedded directly
into the weights of the network model and later on extracted
from them. An exhaustive list of static DNN watermarking
algorithms, is provided at the end of the section.

4The terms false positive and false negative are also used.
5Once again this possibility is due to the adoption of an informed em-

bedding strategy.

So far, we have discussed the main properties of DNN
watermarking by referring to generic models with generic
inputs. By considering that the great majority of the water-
marking algorithms proposed until now have been applied to
image classification networks, in the following (Sections 4,
5 and 6) we will always assume that the inputs of the DNN
are images which must be classified into one of several pos-
sible classes.

4.1. Uchida et al. ’s algorithm [75]
This is one of the first multi-bit techniques embedding

the watermark message directly into the weights of the net-
work model.

For a selected convolutional layer, let (s, s), d, and n rep-
resent, respectively, the kernel size of the filters, the depth of
the input and the number of filters. Ignoring the bias term,
the weights of the selected layer can be denoted by a ten-
sor W ∈ ℝs×s×d×n. Before embedding the watermark into
the weights, the tensor W is flattened according to the fol-
lowing steps: i) calculate the mean of W over the n filters,
getting W ∈ ℝs×s×d with W ijk =

1
n
∑n
ℎ=1Wijkℎ, in order

to eliminate the effect of the order of the filters; ii) flatten
W producing a vector w ∈ ℝv with v = s × s × d. Water-
mark embedding is achieved by training the DNN with an
additional loss term ensuring that the watermark bits can be
correctly extracted from w. Specifically, the loss function
E(w) used to train the network and simultaneously embed
the watermark into w is given by:

E(w) = E0(w) + �ER(w) (1)

where E0(w) represents the original loss function of the net-
work (ensuring a good behavior with regard to the classifi-
cation task), ER(w) is the regularization term added to en-
sure correct watermark decoding, and � is a parameter ad-
justing the tradeoff between the original loss term and the
regularization term. As we said, the goal of ER(w) is to
make sure that the watermark is extracted from w with no
errors. Specifically, ER(w) is given by

ER(w) = −
l
∑

j=1
(bj log(yj) + (1 − bj) log(1 − yj)) (2)

where bj is the j−th bit of the watermark message (whose
length is equal to l), and yj is the corresponding bit extracted
by the watermark decoder. In particular, we have:

yj = �
(

∑

i
Xjiwi

)

(3)

where �(⋅) is the sigmoid function defined as6:

�(x) = 1
1 + e−x

. (4)

6We introduced the parameter  for sake of generality; in [75], we have
 = 1.
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Here X is a spreading matrix, somewhat playing the role of
a watermarking key, whose j−th row (Xj) is responsible of
spreading the j−th bit onto a pseudorandom direction. In
particular, in [75], X is built by randomly drawing its ele-
ments according to a zero mean, unitary variance, Gaussian
distributionN(0, 1). We observe that with this choice all the
bits in b are cast into the same weights, however, they can be
recovered with no error due to the statistical orthogonality of
the rows of X.

Watermark retrieval is pretty simple, since it consists in
computing the projection of w onto each Xj , and threshold-
ing the projection at 0, that is:

b̂j =

{

1
∑

iXjiwi ≥ 0,
0 otherwise.

(5)

By training a wide residual network (WRN [84]) on the
CIFAR-10 dataset (whose accuracy when trained without
watermark corresponds to a test error rate equal to 8.04%),
Uchida et al’s demonstrated that watermark embedding can
be achieved without impacting significantly the classifica-
tion accuracy, as reported in Table 3. Interestingly, due to
the use of the spreading matrix X, it is possible to embed a
payload which is larger than the number of weights available
for embedding. The number of weights for the convolutional
levels 2, 3 and 4, in fact, are 576, 1152, and 2304, however
the maximum embeddable payload with BER = 0 is, respec-
tively, 1024, 2048 and 4096. As it can be seen from the table,
for a given convolutional layer, the payload is limited by the
Integrity requirement. When the payload exceeds a certain
level, in fact, it is no more possible to embed the watermark
ensuring a zero BER.

The robustness of Uchida et al’s watermarking algorithm
is exemplified in Tables 4 and 5. With regard to fine tun-
ing (Table 4), the watermarked model was fine-tuned for 20
epochs on the same CIFAR-10 dataset. As it can be seen,
the test error does not change significantly, and the water-
mark BER remains zero. Table 5, reports robustness results
against pruning. Specifically, we randomly set to zero a per-
centage p% of the trainable parameters of the embedding
layer. The results in the table prove the good robustness of
Uchida et al’s algorithm against pruning. On the other hand,
overwriting the watermark with additional 256-bits (using
a different spreading matrix) resulted in a large BER, thus
showing the weakness of the algorithm against an intentional
overwriting attack.

4.2. ST-DM DNN watermarking [47]
Uchida’s algorithm is designed according to a classical

spread spectrum strategy [22]. Given that the weights are
generated directly in such a way that the watermark is recov-
ered correctly, the embedding procedure obeys the informed
embedding paradigm [55]. In contrast, no attempt is made to
exploit informed coding to increase the payload or diminish
the impact of watermarking on the accuracy of the water-
marked model. An example of the use of informed coding
for DNN watermarking is given in [47]. The algorithm pro-
posed in such a work relies on a new loss function defined

Table 3
TER and BER for different convolutional layers with various
payloads, for Uchida et al.’s algorithm [75].

Payloads Conv 2 Conv 3 Conv 4
(bit) TER(%) BER(%) TER(%) BER(%) TER(%) BER(%)
256 7.97 0 7.98 0 7.92 0
512 8.47 0 8.22 0 7.84 0
1024 8.43 0 8.12 0 7.84 0
2048 8.36 28.34 8.93 0 7.75 0
4096 8.25 29.12 8.46 26.17 8.60 0

Table 4
TER and BER for robustness against fine-tuning for Uchida et
al.’s algorithm [75].

Embedded Payload TER TER BER
layer (bit) (%) after attack(%) after attack (%)

Conv 2 256 7.97 8.11 0

Conv 3 256 7.98 7.58 0
1024 8.12 8.17 0

Conv 4 256 7.75 7.90 0
4096 8.60 8.26 0

Table 5
TER and BER for robustness against parameter pruning for
Uchida et al.’s algorithm [75].

Embedded Payload p TER TER after BER after
layer (bit) (%) attack (%) attack (%)

Conv 2 256 10% 7.97 10.23 0

Conv 3 256 10% 7.98 8.49 0
512 10% 8.22 8.80 0

Conv 4 256 20% 7.75 8.73 0
4096 10% 8.60 9.69 0

as follows:

EST-DM(w) = E0(w) + �EST-DM(w) (6)

with the new regularization term EST-DM given by:

EST-DM(w) = −
l
∑

j=1
(bj log(yj)+(1−bj) log(1−yj)), (7)

where y is obtained by approximating the decoding function
employed by ST-DM. To see how, let us consider two uni-
form interleaved quantizers 0 and 1 associated, respec-
tively, to bit 0 and 1, and defined by the following codebooks

0 = {kΔ, k ∈ ℤ} (8)
1 = {kΔ + Δ∕2, k ∈ ℤ} . (9)

whereΔ is the quantization step. Given a watermarked sam-
ple wm, Dither-Modulation (DM) decoding works by look-
ing for the entry in0 ∪1 closest towm and see if such an
entry belongs to 0 or 1, which is equivalent to applying
the following decoding function:

�DM (w) = arg minb=0,1
( min
uk∈b

|wm − uk|). (10)
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Figure 6: Behavior of the function �(x) in [47].

DM watermarking follows directly from the above formula-
tion, and is achieved by quantizing the host sample w either
with 0 (to embed a 0 bit) or 1 (to embed a 1 bit). ST-DM
watermarking is achieved by applying DN watermarking to
the projection of a sequence of host samples on a spreading
direction.

In [47], watermark decoding is achieved by applying�DM
to the projection of w (defined as in the previous section)
over the directions determined by the rows of the pseudo-
random matrix X, that is:

yj = �DM

(

∑

i
Xjiwi

)

. (11)

Due to the non-continuous nature of �DM , the direct use
of �DM in Eq. (7) would make it difficult the application
of back-propagation to train the network, hence �DM is ap-
proximated with a smooth function �(), defined as:

�(x) = e� sin �x

1 + e� sin �x
, (12)

where � determines the smoothness of � and � its periodic-
ity, directly related to the quantization step defining the ST-
DM watermarking algorithm. An example of the function
�(x) for � = � = 10 is shown in Fig. 6. Finally, the yj’s in
Eq. (7) are computed as yj = �

(
∑

iXjiwi
)

, and watermark
extraction is carried out as follows:

b̂j =

{

1 �
(
∑

iXjiwi
)

≥ 0.5,
0 otherwise.

(13)

The results of some experiments showcasing the perfor-
mance of ST-DMDNNwatermarking are reported in Tables
6 and 7 obtained by using the same setting as in Tables 4
and 5, with � = � = 10. Generally speaking, ST-DM wa-
termarking allows a larger capacity than conventional spread
spectrum, with a similar level of robustness.

4.3. DeepMarks.
In [15], Chen et al. exploit Uchida’s algorithm to imple-

ment a traitor tracingwatermarking systemwith anti-collusion

Table 6
TER and BER for different convolutional layers with various
payloads for Li et al.’s algorithm [47].

Payloads Conv 2 Conv 3 Conv 4
(bit) TER(%) BER(%) TER(%) BER(%) TER(%) BER(%)
256 8.20 0 8.15 0 8.20 0
512 7.75 0 8.07 0 8.57 0
1024 7.63 0 8.12 0 7.84 0
1200 7.96 0 8.31 0 8.06 0
2048 8.36 5 7.85 0 8.03 0
2400 8.82 15.08 8.22 0 8.31 0
4096 8.35 23.14 8.35 13.84 7.64 0
4800 8.29 24.33 8.26 14.06 8.65 0

Table 7
TER and BER for robustness against fine-tuning for Li et al.’s
algorithm [47].

Embedded Payload TER TER BER
layer (bit) (%) after attack(%) after attack (%)

Conv 2 256 8.20 8.02 0

Conv 3 256 8.15 8.05 0
1024 7.79 7.65 0

Conv 4 256 8.20 7.93 0
4096 7.64 7.43 0

capabilities. In a traitor tracing application, a different code
is assigned to each different user of the network. Then, a wa-
termark bearing the user’s code is embedded within the net-
work prior to its release to the user. If a non-authorized copy
of the model is found, the content of the watermark allows to
identify the user who illegally distributed it. To avoid that a
subset of the users form a coalition, to produce a new model
where all the watermarks aremixed together hence making it
impossible to identify the users who redistributed the model
illegally, Anti Collusion Codes (ACC) may be used to iden-
tify the users [73].

In DeepMarks, the watermark bits are generated by using
a (v, k, 1)-Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) code,
which can be represented by its corresponding incidencema-
trix Cv×n where n = (v2 − v)∕(k2 − k) and each elements of
Cv×n:

cij =
{

1 if i − tℎ value occurs in j − tℎ block
0 otherwise. (14)

By letting the bit complement of the columns of the inci-
dence matrix Cv×n represent the code-vectors, the resulting
(v, k, 1)-BIBD code can identify coalitions of up to (k − 1)
members chosen among n users [73].

4.4. Tartaglione et al. [27]
As an example of a static zero-bit watermarking system,

we describe the method recently proposed by Tartaglione
et al. in [27]. By leveraging on the superior robustness of
zero-bit watermarking systems, and by adopting a properly
designed loss function explicitly thought to increase the ro-
bustness of the watermark, such a system achieves a remark-
able robustness against fine tuning and weights quantisation.
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In contrast to the schemes described so far, in this case
the watermarked coefficients are set before the training pro-
cedure starts and are not modified during training. To make
the watermarked weights undistinguishable from the others
(for security reasons), and by assuming that the weights of
the to-be-watermarked architectures are initialised following
a gaussian distributions (w ∼  (�, �)), the watermarked
weights are generated as follows. Let bi ∈ [0, 1] be the
watermark coefficient associated to the j-th weight wj (the
choice of the weights carrying the watermark is made based
on a pseudorandom number generator distributing the wa-
termark across the entire model), the watermarked weights
are generated as:

wj = 2�(bi − 0.5) + � ∀wj ∈ wb, (15)

where wb is a vector with all the weights associated to the
watermark element b. To make sure that the watermarked
weights are not modified during the training process, the wa-
termarkedweights are labelled and left unchanged during the
gradient-based update rule, that is:

wj = wj − [1 − ind(wj)]�
)L
)wj

(16)

where � is the learning rate and ind(wj) is the indicator func-
tion identifying the watermarked weights:

ind(wj) =

{

1 if wj ∈ wb
0 otherwise.

(17)

Watermark detection is achieved by inverting equation of Eq.
(15):

b̂i =
wj − �
2�

+ 0.5 (18)

Robustness against fine tuning is obtained by adding a
term to the training loss function forcing the watermarked
network to be highly sensitive to even small changes of the
watermarked weights. In this way, during fine tuning, such
weights are not modified (or modified only slightly) hence
limiting the effect of fine tuning on the watermark. To do
so, R perturbed versions of the DNN are generated. The
weights of such networks are perturbed by adding to them a
noise term generated according to a normal distribution:

wrj = wj + ind(wj)Δwrj , (19)

where wrj (r = 1…R) are the weights of the perturbed net-
works andΔwrj is the noise term added to perturb them. The
gradient of the loss function of the perturbed networks with
respect to the perturbed weights is then computed and aver-
aged across all the networks:

gi =
1
R

R
∑

r=1

)L
)wrj

. (20)

Finally, the to-be-watermarked network is trained in such a
way to maximise the sensitivity of the model to the water-
marked weights. Specifically, the update rule of the DNN

Table 8
Performances of the watermarking system proposed in [27].
R = 0 refers to a network trained without enforcing watermark
robustness.

Dataset Architecture Epochs R TER(%)

MNIST LeNet5 100

0 0.78
1 0.83
4 0.82
16 0.85

CIFAR-10 ResNet-32 350
0 7.14
2 7.08
4 7.29

Table 9
Fine-tuning attack on LeNet5 trained with different R values
according to the method described in [27].

R values Epochs Person correlation(%)

0
10 99.986
30 99.951
50 99.900

4
10 99.999
30 99.998
50 99.997

16
10 99.999
30 99.999
50 99.998

weights is defined by:

wj = wj − [1 − ind(wj)]
[

� )L
)wj

− gj

]

, (21)

where  > 0 is a properly selected hyper-parameter.
An excerpt of the experimental results reported in [27] is

given in Table 8, where 0.4% of the model weights are used
for conveying the watermark. According to the results, the
influence of the watermark on the TER is negligible. The
Pearson correlation between the original and extracted wa-
termark is used tomeasure the robustness against fine tuning.
As reported in Table 9, this method shows good robustness
against fine-tuning.

A summary of the static watermarking algorithms de-
scribed so far is given in Table 10, including their classifi-
cation according to the taxonomy introduced in Sect. 2 and
their main properties.

4.5. Other works
Many other static watermarking schemes have been de-

veloped starting from the basic scheme by Uchida et al. [75].
Wang et al. [77], for instance, propose to embed the wa-

termark into early converging weights by bringing in an ad-
ditional independent neural network to embed and extract
the watermark.

In [78], the undetectability of Uchida et al’s watermark
is studied, showing that the existence of the watermark can
be easily detected by analyzing the statistical distribution of
the weights. A solution to solve this problem is proposed in
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Table 10
Summary of the main static watermarking algorithms described in Sect. 4.

Algorithm White/
Black-box Multi/ Zero-bit Methodology Key generation Payload (bits) Robustness and Security

Uchida et al. [75] White-box Multi-bit

A regularization term is
added to the loss function
to embed the watermark
into the model weights
according to the SS

principle.

SS matrix drawn from a
standard normal
distribution.

conv2:1024;
conv3:2048;
conv4:4096

Moderate robustness
against fine-tuning and

pruning

Li et al. [47] White-box Multi-bit
As Uchida’s scheme with
ST-DM-like regularization

term.

SS matrix drawn from a
standard normal
distribution.

conv2:1200;
conv3:2400;
conv4:4800

Moderate robustness
against fine-tuning and

pruning

DeepMarks [15] White-box Multi-bit As Uchida’s scheme with
anti-collusion codebooks

Normally distributed SS
matrix, plus anti-collusion

codebooks

Basically the
same as [75]

Moderate robustness
against fine-tuning and
pruning, Collusion attack

Tartaglione et al. [27] White-box Zero-bit

The watermarked weights
are frozen during the

training procedure. The
loss function is designed

so to maximize the
sensitivity of the network

to changes of the
watermarked weights.

A pseudorandom number
generator is used to select

the weights to be
watermarked.

Zero-bit
Good robustness against
fine-tuning and weights

quantization

[80], by relying on a generative adversarial network archi-
tecture (GAN). The watermarked model acts as the genera-
tor, while the discriminator is in charge of detecting the wa-
termarked weighs. The discriminator provides its feedback
to the generator, which in turns is encouraged to embed the
watermark in such a way that the watermarked weights are
statistically similar to the non-watermarked ones. A further
development of the scheme described in [80] (called RIGA
- Robust whIte-box GAn) is presented in [79] together with
a detailed theoretical and experimental analysis.

Another interesting improvement of [75] has been pro-
posed in [19], based on the observation that the adoption
of the Adam optimiser introduces a dramatic variation on
the histogram distribution of the weights after watermark-
ing, which can be easily detected by the adversaries. To
solve this problem, the authors propose to use an orthonor-
mal projection matrix, and to include in the projection also
the gradients of the weights. Then the Adam optimiser is
run on the projected weights using the projected gradients.

Kuribayashi et al. [44], propose a method that embeds
the watermark into the selected weights via fine-tuning. Af-
ter sampling the weights from the fully-connected layer, the
original weights are substituted by the watermarked sampled
weights by means of a quantization-based method (such as
DM-QIM). To limit the impact that the watermark has on
the accuracy of the network, both the fully-connected layer
and the convolutional blocks ahead of thewatermarked fully-
connected layer are fine-tuned.

The DeepMarks scheme has been extended in [13] for
protecting the rights of devices providers, and in [12] for
IPR protection of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) sys-
tems.

5. Dynamic Watermarking
Aswe already noted in Section 2.2.2, with dynamicmeth-

ods, thewatermark is associated to the behaviour of theDNN
in correspondence to a set of properly selected inputs. If the
inputs activating the watermark are kept secret, their role is

analogous to a watermarking key. For this reason, in the fol-
lowing we will refer to them as key-inputs, or key-images in
the case of DNN dedicated to image analysis. Due to their
capability to trigger the desired dynamic watermarking be-
haviour, the key-inputs are sometimes referred to as water-
mark triggers. The key-inputs and the corresponding labels
form a so-called key input-label pair.

The choice of the inputs activating the behaviour associ-
ated to the watermark is a crucial one. An important distinc-
tion can be made between systems wherein the key inputs
are entangled with the task the network is intended to solve
and non-entangled ones [37]. In the former case, the key-
inputs are chosen within the class of inputs the network has
been designed to work on. In the latter case, they correspond
to outlier inputs that are not expected to be fed to the model
in normal operative conditions. The use of entangled key
inputs, forces the model to learn features which are jointly
used to analyse both the normal and the key inputs. In this
way, it is more difficult for an adversary to separate thewater-
mark and the training task, hence resulting in a more robust
watermark. On the contrary, in the non-entangled case, the
impact of the watermark on model accuracy is lower, since
the networkmay learn distinct features for watermark encod-
ing and the primary task it is intended for, but, arguably, the
resulting watermark will be weaker and easily removed by
fine tuning.

Depending on the network layer whose behaviour ismod-
ified by the watermark presence, we can classify dynamic
watermarking methods in two main classes, activation-map
watermarking andDNN-output watermarking. In the former
case, the behaviour induced by the watermark is observed
at the intermediate layers of the network, in the latter, the
watermark presence can be revealed by observing only the
output of the network. Since the activation maps are inter-
nal parameters of the DNNmodels, activation-map methods
belong to the class of white-box watermarking. On the con-
trary, DNN-output algorithms belong to the black-box cate-
gory.
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5.1. White-box dynamic watermarking of
activation maps: the DeepSigns algorithm
[63]

As an example ofwhite-box dynamicwatermarking based
on activation maps, we describe the DeepSigns method pro-
posed in [63]. As a matter of fact, DeepSigns can be applied
in both white-box and black-box setting, in this section we
focus on the white box version.

In DeepSigns, the behaviour of the watermarked activa-
tion map is defined by forcing the distribution of the map
to follow a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for which the
mean values of the Gaussian probability density functions
(pdfs) satisfy certain conditions which in turn determine the
embedded bits. The desired behaviour is enforced by adding
two additional terms to the loss function used for training:

LDS = L0 + �1L1 + �2L2, (22)

where L0 is the original loss function used to train the non-
watermarked models, and �1 and �2 are weights used to bal-
ance the importance of the two additional terms of the loss.

The goal of the term L1 is to let the distribution of the
activation map hosting the watermark to be as close as pos-
sible to the desired distribution. Different Gaussian models
are enforced for inputs belonging to different input classes,
so to make sure that the network retains its classification ca-
pabilities. To be specific the term L1 is defined as:

L1 =
∑

i∈T
||�il − f

i
l (x, �)||

2
2 −

∑

i∈T ,j∉T
||�il − �

j
l ||

2
2, (23)

where f il (x, �) is the activation map corresponding to the in-
put sample x belonging to class i at the ltℎlayer, T is the set
of target Gaussian classes selected to carry the watermark,
and �il denotes the mean value of the itℎ Gaussian distri-
bution at layer l. In the following, we indicate with s the
number of Gaussian models (input classes) chosen to host
the watermark. The goal of the second term in Eq. (23) is
to ensure that the Gaussian models associated to different
classes are far apart, hence resulting in better classification
performance.

To understand the form of the term L2, let us consider
the procedure whereby the watermark is read from the acti-
vation map. Let bs×N be a matrix with the watermark bits
(the itℎ row of the matrix contains the bits embedded in the
pdf of class i) and let �s×Ml represent the mean values of
the corresponding Gaussian distributions. We first multiply
�s×Ml by a spreading matrix A whose role is analogous to
that of X in Uchida et al.’s algorithm, then we pass the re-
sults through a sigmoid function. The watermark bits are
computed by comparing the output of the sigmoid function
with a threshold equal to 0.5. In formulas:

Gs×N� = �(�s×Ml ⋅ AM×N )

b̂s×N =

{

1 Gs×N� ≥ 0.5,
0 otherwise.

(24)

where M is the size of the activation map in the selected
layer, that is the number of nodes of the fully-connected layer
and N indicates the length of the watermark sequence em-
bedded within each Gaussian model.

The loss term L2 is built in such a way to guarantee that
the bits extracted as detailed above correspond to the cor-
rect bits. Such a goal is reached by letting L2 correspond to
the cross-entropy between the desired bit matrix bs×N and
Gs×N :

L2 = −
N
∑

j=1

s
∑

k=1
(bkj ln(Gkj� )+ (1− b

kj)ln(1−Gkj� )). (25)

The term L2 is computed only on the key images, since the
watermark can be read only when the network is fed with
such images. In [63], the key images are chosen as a subset
of the input training data belonging to the selected classes
(entangled watermark triggers). For example, for a network
trained on theMNIST dataset, the selected class to carry wa-
termark corresponds to a specific digit, e.g. the zero digit.
Thus, the key images are a subset of randomly chosen im-
ages of the zero-digit class.

The experimental results reported in [63], prove that the
DeepSigns watermark provides good performances with re-
gard to fidelity and robustness. In contrast, the watermark
payload is quite limited as shown in Table 11. To ensure a
zero BER, DeepSigns can allow up to 64 bits for MNIST and
up to 128 bits for CIFAR 10-CNN and CIFAR 10-WRN.

5.2. Black-box dynamic watermarking
With black-box dynamic watermarking, the watermark

is encoded in the relationship between a selected set of key
inputs and the corresponding outputs. For such a relation-
ship to be able to characterise the watermark and to avoid
interfering with the intended behaviour of the model, it is
necessary that the key inouts are carefully chosen.

5.2.1. Watermarking and DNN backdoors
Generally speaking, teaching the network to behave in

a special way in correspondence to a small set of selected
inputs, while working as usual on the other inputs, is anal-
ogous to embedding a backdoor within the network, hence
drawing a strong relationship between dynamic DNN water-
marking and DNN backdoors [1]. In a backdoor attack [49],
the attacker corrupts the training phase to induce a classifi-
cation error, or any other erroneous behaviour, at test time.
Test time errors, however, only occur in the presence of a
triggering event corresponding to a properly crafted input.
In this way, the backdoored network continues working as
expected for regular inputs, and the malicious behaviour is
activated only when the attacker decides to do so by feeding
the networkwith a triggering input. With black-box dynamic
watermarking, the activation of the backdoor does not cor-
respond to a misbehaviour of the network, on the contrary it
is instrumental for revealing the presence of the watermark
and read its content.

Black-box dynamic watermarking methods can be clas-
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Table 11
Performance achieved by DeepSigns on different marked models and datasets [63].
64C3(1)indicates a convolutional layer with 64 output channels and 3 × 3 filters applied
with a stride of 1, MP2(1) denotes a max-pooling layer over regions of size 2×2 and stride
of 1, and 512FC is a fully-connected layer with 512 output neurons. In all cases BER = 0.

DNN Model Type DNN Model Architecture Dataset Baseline TER
TER of
Marked
Model

Payload

MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) 784-512FC-512FC-10FC MINST 1.46% 1.87% 4

CNN
3 × 32 × 32-32C3(1)-32C3(1)-

MP2(1)-64C3(1)-64C3(1)-MP2(1)-
512FC-10FC

CIFAR10 21.53% 19.3% 4

WideResNet Please refer to [84] CIFAR10 8.58% 7.98% 128

sified according to the way the key-images7 (or trigger im-
ages if we adopt a backdoor perspective) are chosen. In a first
category of methods, the key images are chosen within a set
of existing images, either belonging to the class of images
the network is supposed to classify (entangled key-images)
or not. In the following we will refer to this kind of key im-
ages as natural key images. By interpreting watermarking as
backdoor injection, we can say that in this class of methods,
the events triggering the watermark behaviour are the im-
ages themselves. In a second case, the key-images are hand-
crafted so to satisfy certain conditions. From a backdoor
perspective, this corresponds to embed within the key im-
ages a specific triggering pattern, that may assume the form
of a hidden signal or even a visible pattern.

In the following, we describe some different black-box
watermarking methods characterised by different ways of
choosing the key-images. With few exceptions (see [16]),
most black-box schemes belong to the class of zero-bit wa-
termarking.

5.2.2. Natural key images
This branch of algorithms choose the key images with-

out manipulating them. For this kind of methods, it’s vital
to find a proper way to identify a set of key images for which
meeting the requirements listed in Section 3 is not too diffi-
cult. Some example of methods belonging to this category
among those proposed so far are explicit described in the fol-
lowing.

Yossi et al. [1] were the first to suggest the use of backdoors
for DNN watermarking. Specifically, a set of non-entangled
key images is first chosen, then the labels associated to the
key-images are sampled randomly from all the input classes
excluding original labels predicted by the non-watermarked
network. Two approaches are investigated for watermark-
ing. According to the first approach, the network is first
trained without key images, then a second phase of train-
ing is applied by using the key images as well. The second
approach consists in training the network from scratch by

7In this section we always refer to key-images since most works pro-
posed so far focus on the watermarking of DNN with images inputs.

Table 12
Classification accuracy of [1] on STL-10 dataset and the key
images, after fine-tuning from either CIFAR-10 or CIFAR-100
classifiers.

Test set Key image-label
accuracy (%) pairs accuracy (%)

CIFAR10 → STL10 81.87 72
CIFAR100 → STL10 77.3 62.0

also including the key images. To detect the presence of the
watermark (the methods described in [1] is a zero-bit algo-
rithm), the labels predicted on the key-images are compared
with the desired one: for nonwatermarkedmodels the agree-
ment will generally be very low, while for the watermarked
models most of the key-images will be assigned the correct
label. The detection threshold is set based on the false posi-
tive probability estimated by modelling the probability that a
non-watermarked network fed with a key image outputs the
correct key label with a binomial distribution.

The validity of the system has been demonstrated by ap-
plying it to a ResNet-18 model trained on CIFAR10, CIFAR
100 and ImageNet datasets. 100 non-entangled key images
with an abstract content have been used with key labels ran-
domly chosen from the labels of the training set. The re-
sults show that the watermark obtained in this way achieves
a good robustness against a fine-tuning attack, as reported
in Table 12. For the fine-tuning experiments, the models
were fine-tuned for 20 epochs on the on STL-10 datasets
[18], starting from well-trained watermarked models trained
on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. Although the key
image-label pairs accuracy decreases, the presence of the
watermark can still be revealed with good accuracy.

Rouhani et al. Asmention above, two versions of the Deep-
Signs wartmarking algorithm have been proposed in [63]:
one operating at the activation map level, and one based on
the DNN-output. The latter is a black-box zero-bit water-
markingmethod for which the key image-label pairs are cho-
sen among the images that are misclassified by the original
unmarked model. First a non-watermarked model is trained,
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then themodel is fine-tuned onmisclassified key image-label
pairs. The retrained model should have exact prediction ac-
curacy for the chosen key images. The final key image-label
pairs are the intersection of the key inputs that are correctly
predicted by the marked model and falsely predicted by the
unmarked model, so to reduce the false positive probability
to a minimum.

DAWN [71] TheDAWN (DynamicAdversarialWatermark-
ing of Neural Networks) system introduced in [71] is explic-
itly designed to counter the surrogate model attack described
in Sect. 3.2. The goal of DAWN is to force the adversaries
to learn the key image-label pairs association while training
the surrogate model. Unlike other watermarking schemes,
DAWN does not work when the to-be-protected model is
trained. On the contrary it deploys an additional component
within the API whereby the model is accessible by the users.
More specifically, by referring to the overall block diagram
shown in Figure 7, when the API receives the queries DA
from a client (who might be a latent adversary ), DAWN
randomly selects a bunch of inputs xn as key images and
replies to them with incorrect predictions B(xn) ≠ Fv(xn),
whereFv(x) is the original prediction of the protectedmodel.
When  uses the inputs DA and the corresponding predic-
tions returned by DAWN to train a surrogate model FA, the
model learns the key image-label pairs hence embedding the
watermark into the trained model.

More in details, when the DAWN module receives the
queries from a user, it marks a fraction rw of the inputs (rw×
|DA|), chosen as follows, as key images:

M(x) =

{

1 if HMAC(Kw, x)[0, 127] < rw × 2128,
0 otherwise

(26)

whereM(x) = 1 indicates that the query input x is marked as
a key image,Kw is a model-specific secret key and SHA-256
is the hash function used to compute HMAC(Kw, x). After
receiving the predicted labels from the DNNmodel, DAWN
scrambles the input images and their labels by means of a
pseudo-random permutation fed with a secret key K� :

B(x) = �(K� , Fv(x)), (27)

where Fv(x) indicate the correct predictions, and � is a ran-
dom shuffling function. Later on, the marked images and
their permuted labels are used by DAWN as key image-label
pairs.

To detect if a given watermark (T , B̂(T )) is embedded
in a suspect model F ′, the detector computes the fraction of
queries for which B̂(T ) and F ′(T ) do not match:

L(T , B̂(T ), F ′) = 1
|T |

∑

x∈T
(F ′(x) ≠ B̂(x)) (28)

if L(T , B̂(T ), F ′) is lower than a threshold e, the watermark
presence is detected. Given that each user receives a fraction
rw of incorrect predictions, to avoid that DAWN impairs the
performance of the protected model, the value of rw must

D
A

W
N

DA

xm, Fv(xm)  xn, B(xn)  

Surrogate model FA

Train

query

Output

xi

Fv(xi)  

Figure 7: Overview of DAWN [71].

Table 13
DAWN accuracy: test (test) and watermark (wm) accuracy of
surrogate models FA.

Best Accwm Best Acctest
Model wm test epochs wm test epochs

MNIST-3L 99% 89% 210 98% 96% 290
MNIST-5L 99% 88% 215 99% 94% 365
GTSRB-5L 98% 89% 105 98% 90% 200
CIFAR10-9L 93% 78% 110 92% 79% 105

Table 14
Effectiveness of DAWN against PRADA surrogate model at-
tack. Baseline gives the test accuracy Acctest of the victim
Fv and surrogate model FA trained without DAWN. FA with
DAWN provides Acctest and watermark accuracy Accwm of FA
when DAWN protects Fv from PRADA attack.

Baseline Acctest FA with DAWN
Model Fv FA Acctest Accwm

MNIST-5L 98.71% 95% 78.93% 100.00%
GTSRB-5L 91.50% 61.00% 61.43% 98.23%
CIFAR10-9L 84.53% 60.03% 60.95% 71.17%

be kept as small as possible, yet large enough to make the
watermark detection reliable enough. In [71], the rate rw is
set to 0.5% and 250 images are selected as key-images.

Several experiments on different kinds of surrogate mod-
els are presented in [71] to evaluate the effectiveness ofDAWN.
An excerpt of the results are reported in Table 13, where
Acctest and Accwm represent the test accuracy and water-
mark accuracy of the surrogate model. The training epochs
reaching bestAccwm (optimal for the detector) or bestAcctest
(optimal for ) are also reported in Table 13. As it can be
seen, whenever the surrogate model achieves good perfor-
mance on the test set, the detection accuracy of the water-
mark is also good. DAWN can also resist the surrogate at-
tack called PRADA [38] (see Sect. 6 for further details on
PRADA attack) as shown in Table 14.

5.2.3. Hand-crafted key images
For the methods belonging to this class, the key images

are handcrafted in such a way that forcing specific outputs
when they are fed into the network does not compromise
the good behaviour of the model. It should also be highly
unlikely that a non-watermark network provides the correct
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output by chance (low false alarm probability). This means
that the output of the network in correspondence of the key
images is not linked too tightly to the normal behaviour of
the network.

Merrer et al. [45]Themethod proposed in [45] byMerrer et
al. embeds the watermark by fine-tuning a pre-trainedmodel
so that the boundary of the classification region assumes a
desired shape. More specifically, the desired shape is ob-
tained by stitching it around a set of inputs corresponding
to a set of adversarial examples computed on the pre-trained
model.

To fix the ideas, let us assume that we aim at watermark-
ing a network implementing a binary classifier. Let F� be
the pre-trained model. To create the watermarked model
F ′�w , the pretrained model is fine-tuned so to change the way
it classifies some selected key-images close to the decision
boundary. In order preserve the accuracy of the model, the
key-images correspond to a set of adversarial examples for
which F� makes a wrong decision8. To start with, F� is
attacked by generating a set of adversarially perturbed im-
ages. In [45], the IFGSM algorithm [32] is used, however
other adversarial attacks could be used as well. Given a set
of correctly classified images, {x1… xn} the corresponding
adversarial examples are generated as:

x∗i = xi + " ⋅ sign(▽F� (xi)), (29)

where▽ indicates the gradient of F with respect to the in-
put xi and " determines the strength of the attack. When " is
chosen properly the adversarial attack succeeds (F� classi-
fies the adversarial images wrongly) and the corresponding
images are referred to as true adversaries. For some of the
images " is chosen in such a way that the attack fails. Such
images, for which F� still provides a correct classification,
are called false adversaries. The true and false adversaries
represent the key images of the watermark. As a next step,
F� is fined-tuned on the key images, until they are all clas-
sified correctly. In so doing the boundary of the decision
region is stitched around the key-images as depicted in Fig-
ure 8.

In the watermark detection phase, the model is queried
with the key images and a statistical null-hypothesis test is
carried out. A non-watermarked model will produce the two
possible outputs pf the classification with the same probabil-
ity (given the proximity of the adversarial images to the de-
cision boundary and given that the number of true and false
images is the same), while a watermarked model is going to
classify all (most) of them correctly. Assuming a binomial
distribution for the classification errors produced by the non-
watermarked models on the key-images, the presence of the
watermark is revealedwhen the number ofmisclassified key-
images is lower than a threshold set by fixing the false alarm
probability.

8Adversarial examples are slightly perturbed versions of the input im-
ages for which the network makes a wrong decision. As shown in several
papers [70, 60], adversarial images are ubiquitously present in all deep ar-
chitectures, so we can assume that it is always possible to generate them.

(a) Original model F�

False 

adversaries:

True 

adversaries:

(b) Watermarked model F ′�w

Figure 8: Stitching the boundary of the classification region
around key images as proposed [45].

The results reported in [45] on three architectures CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network), MLP (Multi-Layer Percep-
tron) and IRNN (Integral Recurrent Neural Network), in the
context ofMNIST digit recognition task, demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of this approach, even if the parameters used for
the generation of the adversarial examples must be carefully
tuned.

Zhang et al. [87] The method presented in [87] follows
closely thewatermarking through backdooring paradigm. The
key-images are generated by superimposing to some of the
training images a visible pattern (watermark triggering pat-
tern), unrelated to the host image. The images with the pat-
tern are then re-labeled by changing their original true class
and used to train the watermarked vector to output the cho-
sen label in the presence of the watermark triggering pattern.
Three different ways of generating the triggering pattern are
proposed, as exemplified in Fig. 9. To verify the presence
of the watermark, the owner feeds the key-images into the
DNN and verifies if the response matches with the desired
key labels.

A snapshot of the performance achieved by Zhang et al’s
method is given in Figure 10 and Table 15 showing, respec-
tively, the output of the watermarked model in correspon-
dence of a key-image, and the accuracy of the original and
the watermarked models on two standard tasks. The results
of some experiments to measure the robustness of the water-
mark against model pruning and fine tuning are discussed in
[87]. Although the three methods to generate the key-images
achieve good performance also in the presence of pruning,
the key images generated by noise addition are quite sensi-
tive to fine-tuning.

(a) input image (b) WMcontent (c) WMunrelated (d) WMnoise

Figure 9: Key images generated by the method in [87].
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(a) car

Prediction Probability

automobile 0.99996
cat 0.0003
truck 0.0001
dog 0
ship 0

(b) Prediction results (top 5)
(c) car with WMcontent

Prediction Probability

airplane 1
bird 0

automobile 0
ship 0
truck 0

(d) Prediction results (top 5)

Figure 10: A case of watermark detection for the method by Zhang et al. [87].

Table 15
Testing accuracy of different tasks in [87].

(a) MNIST

CleanModel WMcontent WMunrelated WMnoise

99.28% 99.46% 99.43% 99.41%

(b) CIFAR-10

CleanModel WMcontent WMunrelated WMnoise

78.6% 78.41% 78.12% 78.49%

Guo et al. [34] In [34], the key images are also generated by
adding to them a triggering pattern, however such a pattern
is an invisible one and can be considered as a way to sign a
subset of the images in the training set. The signed images
are assigned a set of predefined (possibly random) labels.
The DNN is first trained on non-signed images, then fine
tuning is applied to teach the network to classify the signed
images as desired. Due to the invisibility of the signature, a
non-watermarkedmodel will continue classifying the signed
images as the pre-trained model, while a marked model will
recognise the presence of the watermark and behave accord-
ingly. As a possible instantiation of the above scheme, in
[34] it is proposed to sign the key by adding the output of a
pseudorandom bit sequence to random pixel locations. The
amplitude of the signature is determined in such a way to
be invisible but large enough to be detected by the network,
namely:

x′ = x + �m, (30)

where x′ is the key-image obtained by signing x, m is the
additive signature and � a weight determining its strength.
The optimum value of � is determined by performing a bi-
nary search between a minimum and a maximum value, �min
and �max. According to the results shown in Table 16, Guo et
al’s method achieves a good performance regarding fidelity
and low false positive rate.

An overview of the watermarking method proposed in
[34] is given in Figure 11.

5.3. Dynamic watermarking of image-processing
networks

All the DNN-output dynamic watermarkingmethods de-
scribed so far focus on classification networks. More re-

Table 16
Classification accuracy of Guo et al.’s method [34] on different
models and datasets. The classification results are obtained
from regular training set (train), test set (test) and training
set with key images (train

�m ).

Dataset Model train test train
�m

MINIST LeNet 99.17 98.99 0.10
LeNetWMK 98.41 98.48 98.38

CIFAR-10

VGG 99.97 93.07 0.0060
VGGWMK 99.96 92.86 99.94
ResNet 100 94.53 0.022

ResNetWMK 99.99 94.25 99.98
DenseNet 100 94.73 0.022

DenseNetWMK 99.98 94.23 99.97

+ =

frog

truck

deer

horse

Triggering 

pattern

Key images generation

Non-watermarked model

input output Frog 

Truck

input

Watermarked model

output
Deer 

Horse

Figure 11: Overview of the method proposed by Guo et al.
[34].

cently, researchers have applied the dynamic watermarking
paradigm to image processing networks. This is the case, for
instance, of GAN watermarking, denoising CNN, autoen-
coders and so on. In this case, the behaviour of the water-
marked model is no longer represented by the labels output
in correspondence of the key-images, but by the content of
the images produced by the network (possibly, but not neces-
sarily, in correspondence of key input images). Interestingly,
this kind of dynamic watermarking is tightly related to clas-
sical image watermarking, since the DNN-watermark ulti-
mately boils down to the embedding of a specific signature
into the images produced by the network. Stated in another
way, a watermarked DNN can be recognised by the fact that
all the images it produces are watermarked9.

An example of dynamic watermarking applied to an im-
9Of course, it is also possible that the output of the DNN is water-

marked only in correspondence of a predefined set of key input images.
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age processing network is given in the following.

Zhang et al. [86] The basic idea put forward in [86] is to
train the to-be-protected network (say F ) in such a way that
all the images it produces contain a watermark. When a sur-
rogate model SM is trained by feeding it with the images
produced by F , the surrogate model imitates F and it im-
plicitly learns to produce images containing the watermark,
hence proving that SM was obtained by copying the be-
haviour of F . As a matter of fact, in the actual implemen-
tation described in [86], the watermark is not embedded by
F in concomitance with the processing task it is supposed
carry out. Rather, the watermark is embedded by a second
network cascaded to F , implementing a conventional me-
dia watermarking task. In addition, a watermark recovery
network is trained making sure that a null watermark is ex-
tracted from non-watermarked images and to ensure robust-
ness against thewatermark degradation introduced due to the
unavoidable differences between the original and the surro-
gate models.

The overall pipeline of Zhang et al.’s method is depicted
in Figure 12. At the output of the image processing network
F , a watermark embedding subnetworkH is trained to em-
bed the chosen watermark into the images produced by F .
To ensure the invisibility of the watermark, H is trained
in adversarial way, by making sure that the watermarked
images can not be distinguished from the non-watermarked
ones by a discriminator D. At the same time, a watermark
extractor R, is trained in such way to extract the correct wa-
termark from the images produced by H and a null water-
mark for the other images. Moreover (see bottom part of
the Figure 12), a local surrogate model SM is built and the
watermark extractor trained in such a way to be able to re-
cover the watermark also from the images produced by the
surrogate model.

For the experimental validation described in [86], the
UNet [62] architecture was used to implement H and SM ,
while the extractor R, whose output has a different size than
the input, was implemented byCEILNet [28]. Finally a Patch-
GAN [36] was adopted for the discriminator. As for the
processing task, image deraining [85] and Chest X-ray im-
age debone [81] were considered. With regard to the qual-
ity of the watermarked images the average PSNR was 39.98
and 47.89 for derain and debone respectively. The experi-
ments also show a good capability to extract the watermark
from the images produced by a surrogate model, with a nor-
malised correlation coefficient close to 1. Such a capability
is mostly due to the choice of training the watermark extrac-
tor also on images produced by the surrogate model.

A summary of the dynamic watermarking algorithms de-
tailed so far is reported in Table 17, together with their main
caracteristics.

5.4. Other works
Other dynamic watermarking algorithms have been, and

continues to be, developed, in addition to those described
above. Here give a brief overview of some of the latest al-

Embedding 

sub-network H

Image B
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sub-network R
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Figure 12: Overall pipeline of Zhang et al.’s method [86].

gorithms that have been proposed.
In [57], Namba et al. chose images from training set as

key images and assign them key labels different from the
original predictions. To reinforce the robustness over pa-
rameter pruning, they exponentially weight each parameter
of the pre-trained model, employing the weighted parame-
ters to retrain the target model with key image-label pairs.

Following thewatermarking-through-backdooring paradigm,
in [35, 46, 37, 50, 5] the key images are generated by attach-
ing a triggering pattern to a subset of images chosen from
the training set. To decrease the false positive rate, Guo et
al. [35] deployed a differential evolution to optimize the po-
sition of either a visible [87] or an invisible pattern trigger-
ing pattern [34]. An approach similar to [87] was proposed
in [50] where natural images are combined with a logo and
the model is trained to predict them into a specific class. To
keep the key images as close as possible to the original ones,
an autoencoder is used whose discriminator is trained to dis-
tinguish between original images and key images. The trig-
gering pattern used by Li et al. in [46] is a white-black pixels
pattern converted from a binary sequence, where image pix-
els under white pixels are changed to a large positive value
while black pixels are mapped into small negative value. To
prevent an adversary from removing the trigger . Jia et al.
[37] adopted a soft nearest neighbor loss to find the opti-
mized location of the patched invisible pattern within the
key images, whereby the key images are entangled with the
regular training images and activate the same network neu-
rons. In this way, attempting to remove the trigger is likely
to result in a significant loss of performance. Atli et al. [5]
expanded this class of approaches to federated learning.

The use of adversarial examples to generate the images
is also adopted in [88], [52] and [16]. In particular, Lukas et
al. [52] exploit a property called conferrability of adversar-
ial examples, according to which adversarial examples are
transferrable only from a source model to its surrogates, but
not to independently trained models. Thanks to the exploita-
tion of this property, Lukas et al. report very good perfor-
mance on against surrogate model attacks.

Chen et al. proposed the first multi-bit watermarking al-
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Table 17
Summary of the dynamic watermarking algorithms described in Sections 5.1 through 5.3.

Algorithm White/
Black-box Multi/ Zero-bit Principle methods Key generation Payloads(bit) Robustness and Security

DeepSigns [63]
(Activation map) White-box Multi-bit

Embeds an arbitrary N-bit
string into the probability
density function of the

activation maps

Input key images,
normally distributed
projection matrix

MNIST: 64 /
CIFAR10: 128

Moderate robustness
against fine-tuning and

pruning

DeepSigns [63]
(Output layer) Black-box Zero-bit

Train pairs of random
selected images and labels
as key image-label pairs.

Random key images alien
to classification task 7

Against fine-tuning,
pruning and watermark

overwriting.

Yossi et al. [1] Black-box Zero-bit
Select random images to
inject a backdoor into the

target model

Random key images
selected by the embedder 7 Model fine-tuning

Szyller et al. [71] Black-box Zero-bit

Deployed at the input and
output of the target

model’s API, DAWN is an
additional component

that dynamically embeds
watermarks in responses
to queries made by an

API client.

Compute HMAC(Kw, x)
using SHA-256, where Kw
is the generated secret
key and x is an input of

target model.

7
Regular surrogate model
attack and surrogate
attack PRADA [38]

Merrer et al. [45] Black-box Zero-bit

Leverage on adversarial
attacks to tweak the

decision boundary of the
target model

Key image-label pairs are
generated by crafting
adversarial samples

7
Parameter pruning,
Overwriting via

adversarial fine-tuning

Zhang et al. [87] Black-box Zero-bit
Backdoor-based method
with visibile triggering

patterns

Add visible patterns to
original training images,
or directly use unrelated
images as key images.

7
Model fine-tuning,

Parameter pruning, Model
inversion attack

Guo et al. [34] Black-box Zero-bit
Backdoor-based method
with invisibile triggering

signatures

Pseudorandom generation
of the triggering signature
and the location of signed

pixels

7 Model fine-tuning

Zhang et al.
(image processing
networks) [86]

Black-box Zero-bit

Use a sub-network to
embed the watermark into
the images produced by

the network

7 7 Surrogate model attack

gorithm (called BlackMarks) applicable in a black-box sce-
nario [16]. The purpose of BlackMarks is to design a model-
dependent watermarking scheme that maps the class predic-
tions to binary bits. The key images are created by deploying
target adversarial attacks on the original training images.

As [86], Wu et al. [82] also consider the watermarking
of image transformation networks wherein the inputs and
outputs are both images. However, instead of splitting the
transformation and the watermarking tasks, the watermark
is embedded into the output images by the transformation
network itself (an independent network to extract the water-
mark is presented as well).

Finally, Zhao et al. [89] considered the IPR of Graph
Neural Network (GNN), in which an Erdos-Renyi random
graph with random node feature vectors and labels is gener-
ated as a trigger key to train the to-be-protected GNN.

6. Specific Attacks against DNN
Watermarking Algorithms
In the last column of Table 10 and Table 17, we listed

some attacks that algorithms can resist to. However, most of
them are operations commonly carried out on DNN, with-
out the explicit goal of removing the watermark. This is the
case, for instance of fine tuning and model pruning. Espe-
cially, with the rapidly growing attention attracted by DNN
watermarking, researchers have started developing specific
attacks deliberately thought to remove the watermark from
a network, without impairing the network itself. In other

words, the security of the watermark against deliberate at-
tacks is gaining attention with respect to the initial focus on
robustness.

Wang et al. [78] and Shafieinejad et al. [64] indepen-
dently proposed an attack that first detects the presence of a
watermark within the network weights, then removes it10.
Their approaches rely on the observation (also shared by
[19]) that watermark embedding increases the variance of
theweights thus allowing to distinguish awatermarkedmodel
form a non-watermarked one, and also to estimate the lenght
of the watermark. In the following we briefly outline the at-
tack described in [78] and the theoretical analysis justifying
it.

According to Uchida et al’s algorithm, watermark em-
bedding is achieved by adding a regularization term to the
loss function used for training, as stated in Eq. (2). The
ultimate effect of such a term is to increase the projection
of the weights onto the rows of the embedding matrix X in
correspondence of bits equal to 1 and decreasing it towards
negative values, when the to-be-embedded bits are equal to
0. In both cases, watermark embedding aims at increasing
the absolute value of the projection, namely |

∑

iXjiwi|. By
observing that the rows of X are independently distributed
according to anN(0, 1) distribution, we can ignore the sub-
script j given that all the rows will share the same statistics,
and rewrite the magnitude of the projection as |

∑

i xiwi|,
10Focusing directly on the weights of the model this class of attacks

applies specifically to static watermarking systems.
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where xi is a generic sequence of independent and identi-
cally distributed normal random variable with zeromean and
unit variance. The magnitude of the projection can be upper
bounded by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, yielding

|

∑

i
xiwi|

2 ≤
∑

i
x2i

∑

i
w2i ≈ N

∑

i
w2i , (31)

where N is the number of columns of the matrix X, and
where the last approximation is valid (by the law of large
numbers) wheneverN is large enough. To simplify the net-
work, the average of wi in usually set to 0, thus qualifying
the last term in (31) as the the variance of w. It is clear from
the above discussion11 that the addition of the watermark-
ing regularization terms causes an increase of the variance
of the network weights. In [78] it is also shown that stan-
dard deviation of the weights scales approximately linearly
with the watermark dimension of the watermark N , hence
making it possible for the attacker to detect the presence of
the watermark and estimate its length. Such a knowledge is
then used to overwrite the existing watermark with a new
one, this making the original watermark unreadable.

Selection of key images is a necessary step to imple-
ment any dynamic watermarking algorithm. Shafieinejad et
al. [66] pointed out a possible flaw of key images selection.
Their observations relies on the fact that, in order to limit
the impact of the watermark on the effectiveness of the net-
work, the key images are often chosen outside the kind of
images the network has been designed to work on (non en-
tangled key-images). As a consequence, when the network
is fine-tuned with even a small of data, the watermark is eas-
ily removed. An attacker may also improve the effectiveness
of a fine-tuning attack, by properly designing the fine-tuning
process as suggested by Chen et al. in [17], where a learn-
ing rate schedule that favours watermark forgetting is used,
together with elastic weight consolidation [41]. As an addi-
tional observation, we note that all watermarking algorithms
designed following backdoor principles can be attacked by
using one of themany existing backdoor defences (see for in-
stance [76, 43, 14]), even without knowing the key images.

A major challenge of any watermarking algorithm, is
surviving surrogate model attacks. In addition to the basic
attack described in Sect. 3.2. Several refined, more pow-
erful, surrogate model attacks have been developed. Such
refined versions, usually try to optimise the two main steps
each surrogatemodel attack consists of: hyperparameters se-
lection (including the learning rate and the number of train-
ing epochs) and generation of the queries to be fed to the tar-
geted model. In [38] Jutti et al. introduced a powerful surro-
gate model attack named PRADA (PRotecting Against DNN
model stealing Attacks) consisting of several, so called, du-
plication rounds. Each round consists of three steps: firstly,
the target model F is queried with inputs called seed sam-
ples; then, the surrogate model FA is trained by exploit-
ing the predictions provided by F ; at last, new synthetic
query samples are crafted based on FA, according to one

11A more detailed analysis is provided in [78].

of two possible strategies: Jacobian-based adversarial ex-
amples and Random generation. Jacobian-based synthetic
sample generation relies on adversarial examples crafted by
using one of the many available methods to generate them
(for instance I-FGSM [32] and MI-FGSM [25]), while with
Random generation the new samples are obtained by per-
turbing the color channels of the input images.

7. Final remarks and suggestion for future
research
The demand of methods for protecting the Intellectual

Property Rights associated to DNNs has pushed researchers
to develop a new class of algorithms to embed a watermark
into DNN models. In a few years, several techniques have
bene proposed, sometimes based on naive arguments and
sometimes by relying on solid theoretical bases. By look-
ing at the methods proposed so far, it is evident that wa-
termarking a DNN model presents some peculiarities that
must be taken into account when trying to apply general
multimedia watermarking principles to DNNs. For this rea-
son, we have started our review by highlighting the main
differences and similarities with classical multimedia water-
marking, and introducing a new specific taxonomy explicitly
thought to highlight the characteristics of the various DNN
watermarking algorithms proposed so far. Then we have re-
viewed the main algorithms available for each watermarking
category, pointing out the main advantages and drawbacks
characterising the various approaches.

By the light of the properties and limits of thewatermark-
ing algorithms proposed so far, themost important challenges
researchers are going to face with in the years can be outlined
as follows.

1. Most of the solutions proposed so far employ a spread
spectrum approach to develop a multi-bit watermark-
ing scheme. Th extension to multi-bit watermarking
is mostly limited to static watermarking algorithms.
Designing a high-capacity multibit watermarking al-
gorithmwith at least some robustness against the most
common DNN manipulations has not been addressed
properly yet. A closely related question regards the
capacity of DNN watermarks. How many bits can be
reliably hidden within a DNN model consisting of a
certain number of parameters and thought to solve a
given task? Is there a difference, on this respect, be-
tween static and dynamic schemes?

2. Robustness against fine tuning, model pruning and,
even more, transfer learning, is one of the most diffi-
cult challenges researchers will need to face with. The
great majority of the watermarks proposed so far, most
noticeably multibit methods, are very weak against
fine tuning and overwriting attacks. In addition, no
scheme has been proven to be robust against retrain-
ing for transfer learning. While it is pretty obvious
that channel coding may help to increase the robust-
ness of DNN watermarking, the way channel coding
should be incorporated within the embedding process
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during the training phase is not clear. Also unclear, it
is the kind of channel codes that fits better the DNN-
watermarking scenario.

3. Security against deliberate attacks is another area that
requires more investigation. If DNN watermarking is
going to be used in security critical applications, like
IPR protection, the presence of an informed adver-
sary explicitly aiming at watermark removal can not
be ruled out, and will have to be taken into account be-
fore watermarked-based DNN protection is deployed
in real world applications.

4. Dynamic watermarking offers a bunch of brand new
opportunities that were not available in themultimedia
case, however several questions need to be answered
to clarify the potentialities of dynamic (vs static) wa-
termarking, including: i) how many triggering inputs
can we define without affecting the capability of the
network to solve the problem it is designed for? ii)
What is the impact of fine-tuning, retraining, pruning,
on the behaviour of the network in correspondence to
the watermark triggering inputs? iii) Is it preferable
that the triggering inputs are chosen in the vicinity of
standard inputs or should they be alien to the task the
network is asked to solve?

5. Multimedia watermarking was deeply influenced by
the development of a rigorous theoretical framework
to cast the watermarking problem in. The discovery
that watermarking could be modelled as a problem of
channel coding with side information [24] led to the
development of the powerful class of side-informed
watermarking algorithms. Does a similar model apply
to the DNN case? We believe that the development
of a rigorous theory of DNN watermarking would be
strongly beneficial, and would speed up the advances
in the field.

Given the urgent need of suitable means to protect DNNs
from misuse, we expect that the above challenges will be the
subject to an intense research that will occupy the agenda of
researchers for the years to come.
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